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Personal names are probably nearly universal, and yet there has been very 
little systematic study of them. This is in spite of the fact that if they are 
inherited, they may provide some leverage in the analysis of the descent system 
of the society in which they occur. As a consequence of the little attention that 
has been paid to the inheritance systems of personal names, there has been no 
attempt to classify or even canvas the types which occur. We know that there 
are patronyms, and that they are inherited patrilincally, and it has been assumed 
that this system is standard throught the Western world. A few other patterns 
of naming have been reported. 

The main purpose of this paper is to prescnt the analysis of a parallel-nomi
nal maming system which has hitherto been mentioned only very briefly in the 
literature on Mesoamerica. We also analyze the steps by which the population of 
one Cuicatec village changed their naming system from parallel-nominal to pa
trimonial in the course of the last 150 years. Secondarily, we discuss how a 
primarily linguistic cultural pattern ( which is not a kinship term network) 
seems to correlatc with severa! features of the social organization. To this end 
we review the literature on naming systems in Mesoamerica, present the analysis 
of a large amount of new data, ancl relate this new evidence to some aspects of 
the social structure of thc Cuicatec town of San Andrés. 

There are two majar features of the parallel-nominal naming system which 
receive considerable attention in the following pages, the sex-linkage of the 
inheritance, and the types of words used in the names. The sex-linkage for 
inheritance is parallel, by which we mean that males inherit names from males, 
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and fernales from fernah~s. It also hap¡wns to he tlw case that this systcm uses 
(in these Mcsoamcric:an lndian populatiom) Spanish words which are only 
given narnes, but uses them both as givcn names, ancl as inheritable names. 

The carliest rcferenc:e wc havc found to what might he thc parallel-nominal 
system is in La Fargc's and Byers' account of Jac:altenango, in \Vcstcrn Guate
mala. Thcy did not attcmpt to analyzc tlw system, hut it is ,·cry dcar that thc 
first name of a parcnt is heing inhcritcd as the last namc of thc child. Thc 
sex-linkage was not clear to La Farge and Bycrs.' 

La Farge Iatcr reportecl that in the Kanhobal villagc of Santa Eulalia, in 
Westcrn Guatemala, Indians had a naming systcm whk:h uscd Spanish nan1es 
in a "corrupt" form. Eac:h individual reccived two names. Thc cldest son carricd 
both of his father's two names reverscd in ordcr, while younger sons took tlw 
father's first namc as their second ancl were given first nanws from the c:alen
drical Saint's list or from other rclativcs. Girls took first namcs from rclatives, 
both of his father's two names reversed in ordcr, whilc youngcr sons took thc 
mother's last name." La Fargc states: "Various irrcgularitics suggcst the pos
sibility of a secondary, matrilincal systcm of naming, or thc concept of the pair 
of names as a unit, given together in some cases without regard to other circum
stances, or mercly a general irregularity in practice, regardless of fixcd thcory."" 
Weitlaner and Castro ( 181'54) prescnt two short genealogies from a Chinantcc 
town which suggest tlw prcsence of a similar systcm of naming. The town, 
Tlacoatzintepec, shares a common houndary with a Cuicatec municipio whose 
headtown is San Andrés, discussed in extenso bclow. 

Villa Rojas;' Pozas" and Stavcnhagen'' report a similar naming system among 
thc Mazatecs. In Soyaltepec, Villa reports that the Mazatec speakers in the 
population did not ha ve family names ( or apellidos), but instead all had given 
na mes (nombres propios or nombres de pila). In addition, the sec:ond nombre 
propio was inherited as if it were an apellido.' Pozas rcports the same,' also indi
eating that females took as an a¡Jellido their mother's ( rather than their father's) 
second name. 

Stavenhagen reports the same naming pattern for the Mazatec town of 
Ixcatlán but indicates that there are thrce distinct naming procedures rathcr than 
one, which he c:alls A, B and C. In form A, nombres de pila also function as 
apellidos, males receiving their names from the fathcr, but females receive 
as apellido their mother's name. In form B, nombres de pila also function as 
apellidos, but al! children, independent of their sex, receive the father's name. 
Form C, uses thc standard Spanish naming system, with "true" apellidos inherited 
from the father." 

1 La Farge, O. ancl D. Byers, 1931, pp. 81, 86. 
' La Farge, 0., I 947 p. 26. 
:¡ lb. 
1 Villa Rojas, A., 1955. 
" Pozas, R., 1960. 
" Stavenhagen, R., 1960. 
7 Villa Rojas, A., op. cit., p. 100. 
• Pozas, R., op. cit., 
• Stavenhagen, R., op. cit., pp. 231-32. 
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i\cither Villa Hojas, Pozas, nor Stavenhagen seem to be aware of La Farge's 
previous reports, bnt similar questions were posed. Stavenhagen assumes that 
the naming system directly reflects the reckoning of descent, suggesting the pos
sibility that the three narning fonns are associated with degree of acculturation 
ami monolinguism, and questions the possible correlation of the naming system 
with family organization ami a past hypothetical exogamic clan. However, he 
does not suggest in what ways cxogamic clans may be related to such naming 
practices. 1" Pozas mentions the namc inheritancc systems in the context of 
polygyny but carries it no further.'' 

1.0. The Cuicatec Ve1'ídon 

In the course of field-work among thc Cuicatec speakers of the ex-Distrito of 
Cuicatlán, in northeastern Oaxaca, Mexico, we have found all the forms reported 
by these authors and many others as well. We have enough evidence to justify 
the conclusion that thcre are essentially two naming systems, with distinct name 
types, and different inheritance procedures. We call these two systems the 
Parallel-nominal and the Patrinominal. Parallel-nominal is the old system. Pa
trinominal is the new. (In the use of patrinominal we follow Firth) .12 In addition, 
all tlw other forms which we recorded in the field, which include those reported 
by Villa, Pozas, and Stavcnhagen's B, are best analyzed as forms which are 
transitional in the recent change from the parallel to the patrinominal system. 
'<Ve can establish that all these cases which do not fit the old or new system are 
intermediate stages in the process of change on two grounds: First, the "transi
tional" namcs are intermediate in time between the two pure systems, when 
one observes them in a generational and genealogical context; and second, they 
are also intermediate in a structural sense, being logical steps in the gradual 
change over ( it usually takes severa! generations) from the old to the new 
system ( cf. bottom of Table 1, and Table 7). 

1.1 The Data 

We have severa! kinds of naming data at our disposal. First, we utilized two 
genealogies of 186 and 101 persons from the Cuicatec town of San Andrés 
Teotilalpan. Each of these genealogies goes back to sometime before 1850 
( calculated by the age at the year of death of the oldest generation). One 
contains six and the other five generations. 18 These provide the data for our 
analysis of intermediate types. Together they contain 287 names, and 140 
instances in which the naming pattern and inheritance system is discernible. 14 

10 lb. 
'' Pozas, R., op. cit., p. 219. 
12 Firth, R., 1956. 
''' These genealogies were gathered by Weitlaner and E. Hunt in 1955, and expanded 

by R. and E. Hunt in 1964. Our thanks are due to the Museo Nacional de Antropología of 
Mexico, which supported the first field trip, and to NSF for Grant No. GS-87 to R. and 
E. Hunt which supported a fifteen month field season ( 1963-64) in Mexico. 

11 The latter must be smaller than the former for the first people in the genealogy do not 
have their parents' names entered, and there are numerous cases in such a genealogy in 
which the informants cannot remember the name of sorne remate relative. 
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Sccond, wc possess copies of thc local censuses for the town of San Andrés 
for 1955 and 1960, and recent censuses for five Agencias ( dependent settle
ments) of San Andrés. These were analyzed for the percentages of people who 
ha el ca eh kínd of namc (c. f. example, Table 1). 

Third, we inspected and copied some of the birth records of the towns in 
the ex-Distrito, which are on file in the heacltown of Cuicatlán. 15 These records 
contaín not only the name of the child, but usually the full name and place or 
origin of both parents, and the same information but less often for all four 
grandparents. vVe sampled the records, ancl for 1893, which was a complete 
year, analyzecl the whole, which contained 119 cases of name inheritance frorn 
San Andrés, and 472 cases from other towns within the ex-Distrito. These data 
give somc additional depth to our analysis, but are primarily useful as a check 
on the geographical spread of the phenomena. For earlier records, we consulted 
a baptismal book of the parish for the 18th century, and found a few isolated 
cases of naming which occurred in early local manuscripts devoted to other 
matters. 

Fourth, we discussed the phenomenon with inforrnants in San Andrés and 
got infonnation not only on the ways in which they perceive the old and new 
systems, but also sorne perspective on how one system changed to the other. 

Throughout this paper, we use the Spanish spelling of names, since the 
Cnicatecs reaclily recognize them and consider they are using them in a Spanish 
manner. The phonemicization of names in Cuicatec, however, is different from 
'canonical' Spanish, one result of which is that the roster of names in Cuicatec 
is somewhat smaller than in Spanish, because in sorne instances a set of Spanish 
names is reduced to a single one in Cuicatec. Examples of such reduction are 
the Spanish narnes Mariano, Luciano and Emiliano, all of which are /cián'no/ 
in their Cuicatec version. Informants, however, can distinguish between one 
and another Spanish name with the same Cuicatec pronunciation. If, when they 
discuss in Cuicatec genealogical matters or other topics involving individuals, 
there is confusion as to the identity of the persons involved, the full narne in 
its Spanish version will be given to clarify matters. 

All names usecl at the present time are of Spanish origin. The narning system 
is Cuicatec because it is used by Cuicatec speakers, but there are no names 
of Cuicatec origin extant. In fact, our inforrnants were somewhat amazed at 
the idea that Cuicatec words could be used as names. When we pointed out 
that nick-names were Cuicatec words, they assured us that those were "ways 
people may call each other, but they are not names at all." 

2.0. The Analytic Frame 

In the pages below, we first present our analytical frame. Then, we focus 
on the old system, parallel-nominal, outlining both the structure of personal 
names and the manner whereby they are acquired. vVe follow the sarne pro-

IG We are grateful to the authorities in Cuicatlán for their assistance in working with 
the local archives, ancl for the fact that their recorcls are unusually well-organizecl and 
preservccl. 
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cedures to outline the ncw patrinominal system. Following, thert• is a prcscnta
tion of the intermediate typcs. 

We found it necessary to create a framc for our analysis of tlw variables 
involvcd in namc formation. \V cstern Europcan folk terms su eh as givcn na me, 
surname, family narnc, apellido, ¡)(ltronírnico, nombre de ¡¡ila, nombre propio, 
etc. are too ambiguous for onr purposcs becausc thcy reflcct or imply severa! 
conditions of European name acc¡uisition absent in the Cuicatec system. Spanish 
apellido, or patronímico, for example, implics among other things a patrilineal 
inheritance of last name. Thc use of such terms ohscmes hoth thc analysis 
and the presentation of the data. Thcrefore, we analyze these names in tcrms 
offive variables: Morpherne Type (MT), Name Slot (NS), Number (N), man
ner of acquisition, and Sex Link (SL). (Othcr variables may well be necessary 
for analyzing other naming systems, bnt these suffice in our case). 
2.1. Morpheme type refers to the linguistic distribution of particular words 
med in personal names. If we ask a Spanish speaker the question, "What is 
your name?", the response will be something of the sort of "Juan Pérez."''; U 
we collect a complete list of :mch worcls which occur in Spanish personal names, 
we fincl that we have three separate lists, with exceptional cases in which the 
word occurs in two or three of the lists. W ords will occur in only one of two 
positions in the name. Juan, for example, may only occnpy the first position, 
Pérez, the last. 17 In addition, among the words which occur in first position, 
there is a division by gender, for most belong exclnsively either to males or to 
females. Thus a man's name may be Juan or Mario, but the femalc version is 
Juana or María. 1 ' \V e cal! words which normally occur in the first position 
Morpheme Type 1 ( MTI), and words which usually occur in the last position 
Morpheme Type II ( MTII). MTJ is divided into MTIM, mal e names, and MTIF, 
female names (c. f. Table 2. ) 
2.2 N ame Slot ( NS) refers to the position of the word in the name sueh as 
flrst, intermediate, or last. Thus in the name Pedro Juan, Pedro occurs in the 
flrst NS, Juan in the last NS. For Pedro Juan Manuel, Pedro occupies the first 
NS, Juan the intermediate and Manuel the last slot. 

In name acquisition, when inheritanee is involved, a word may occupy the 
same name slot in both donor and recipient ( stationary), or it may change to a 
place closer to the end of the name in the recipient ( shifted). 
2.3. Number refers to the number of words in the name, two, three, etc. 
In the systems we are considering, one or two words are acquired. Also, the 

'" Names among Spanish speaking populations have at least two words; although they 
may have more, for the purpose of this presentation, a two word case suffices. 

" Sorne words may oceur either in first or secoml position (e. g. Gonzalo), but the 
number of such worcls is quite low. 

'" Word names in the first position tend te occur in complimentary masculine ancl 
feminine sets. Again, the distribution is not perfect, as witness Guaclalupe, whi<:h may be 
either a malc or a female. Names of either type can sometimes be distinguished by their 
morphemic suffixes, but the rule is broken too often to be considered a discriminatory cri
terion. Names encling with /·Ve-es/ or /-vec-es/ or /-v c-es/ are surnames dcrived from given 
names. In first position, names ending with 1 -a/ ten el to be feminine, ancl with 1 -o/ masculine, 
hut there is mueh variation. For a diseussion of Spanish names in a Mrxican region see c.f. 
Brand, D. D., 1951. 
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Tabl(' Z. Examples of !\lorpheme Types in Spanish-Mexican Names 

Mmphenw Ty¡w I 
1 

M orpheme Type II 

1 

i 
Either sex "tllales Females 

Alvaro Alba Alvarez 

José Josefa 

Orlando 

Cora 

Díaz 

Guadalupe 

number of words in the name diffcrentiates some of the intermediate types we 
discuss. 
2.4. A name word can be acquired by adoption or by inheritance. 
2.5. Sex-linkage refers to the sex of the donar and of the recipient of an inherited 
name. Given inheritance from parents, a son may inberit a name from father, 
mother, or both, and a daughter may inherit from father, mother or hoth.'" In 
many systems of name inheritance from parents, the inherited name fm·· a child 
comes from only one parent rather than from both. This inheritance may be 
patrinominal ( MSL), matrinominal ( FSL), parallel-nominal ( PSL) ;20 or cross
sex-nominal ( CSL). 21 

3.0. The Parallel-nominal and Patrinominal Name-inhe1'itance Systems 

3.1. The Old Parallel-nominal System 
In the parallel-nominal system, a person has two words in his or her name, 

both of which are MTIM for males ancl MTIF for females. Of these names, one 

'" N ames need not be inheritable, as witness the Lugbara ( Middleton. J. F. M., 1961 ), 
or may he inherited from persons other than parents, e. g. the Kung' ( Marshall, L. 1957). 

'
0 We have earefully eonsidered the current terminology to find an appropriate tag for 

lhis form of name inheritance. Neither bilateral, nor double, or any other term which fits 
the reckoning of descent and coulcl match the pattern of name inheritance, seems to apply 
here. Bilateral inclicates that hoth lines are in use simultaneously, while double implies that 
both lines are in use for alternate purposes for the same Ego. Utrolateral or ambilineal 
have an element of choice of sex link absent in the old system of naming. We reduced our 
choices thus to either symmetrieal or parallel. Since syi:nmetrical can be said to apply to bi
lateral (in_ reference to the genealogical chart), we rejected this term ancl chose instead parallel, 
which is analogous to the use of the word in the terminology for cousins, and other aspects 
of kinship ancl descent which later in this paper we show relevant in relation to naming. 

_ 
2

l A few other types occur in isolated cases in the census and in published materials. 
1hey will be mentioncd when rclcvant, but they have not been inclmled in the analysis 
because thcy clid not occur in well-documented genealogical contexts. 
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is inherited. SL is parallel, so that a daughter reeeives a mother's name, and a 
son his father's. The child receives for his or her seeond NS, the name from the 
first slot of the parent ( shifted), the other na me heing arbitrarily selected from 
the Saint's Catholic calendar, from the name of any relative or compadre. or 
purely on the basis of idiosyncratie individual preference of the parents. Thus 
Juan Pedro (mal e) married to Rosa María ( fcmale) had a son Manuel Juan 
and a daughter Francisca Rosa (c.f. Table 3 for a genealogical presentation ot 
the severa} types and table 4 for a summary paradigm of the varions types). 

3.2. The New Patrinominal System 

This system is essentially the one that is in use in most of Mexico today, 
and has been the simple form of the Mexican and Spanish naming system for 

Table 3. Examples of the diHerent types of Cuicatec naming (N ames are flctitious) 

M ale Female 
------------· 

Parallel-nominal Juan Pedro Hosa María 

Manuel Juan SIBLINGS Francisca Hosa 

Patrinominal Juan Pérez Hosa Díaz 

Pedro Pérez María Pérez 

Intermediate Types 

1 Juan Pedro Hosa María 

Manuel Pedro Francisca María 

11 Juan Pedro Hosa María 

Manuel Juan Pedro Francisca Rosa María 

III Juan Pedro Rosa María 

Manuel Juan Díaz Francisca Hosa Díaz 

IV Juan Díaz María Pérez 

Pedro Juan Díaz Francisca Juan Díaz 

V Juan Pedro María Pérez 

Manuel Pérez Francisca Pérez 

VI Juan Díaz María Pérez 

Pedro Díaz Francisca Pérez 

VII Juan Pedro Rosa María 

Manuel Pérez Francisca Pérez 

Official Mexican Juan Díaz González María Pérez Castro 

Pedro Díaz Pérez 
" 

Hosa Díaz Pérez 
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Tahlc 4. Paradigm of name types 

S ex Nmne 
Manner of Acquisition 

Number 
Link Slot ,------------------------·------------

Adopt I nherit Adopt and Inherit 
-------~-------- --··-------

Sta-
I VI 1 

---~--- -----------·--

] tionary 
2 

--;; --··---~--------~-------- --------
'"' Old ro 1 ~ 

---------

Shifted II III 2 

Villa, 
New 1 Pozas 

------ro ST 2 <l) 

~ ... Weitlaner 1 .,_, 
ro 
~ 

SH La Farge, IV 2 Sta ven. B 

V 1 
"'@ 

ST <l) 2 .S 
'a 

1 ~ 
::E 

SH 2 

VII 1 

Non e Non e 2 

I II Both I II Both II Both 

Morpheme Type 

severa! centuries. "2 This system is not identical to the official Mexican system, 
because although it is thc one prevalent in Mexican rural areas among the 
non-Indians, in the urban areas and in official contexts ( such as present da y 
legal birth certifica tes) the Mexican system differs (as we shall se e below). 

In the new, patrinominal system, each individual has two words in his or 
her name. The first NS is occupied by a MTIM for males, and a MTIF for 
females, which is selected as in the old system, from the Saint' s calendrical 
list, from relatives other than parents, etc. The second slot is occupied · by an 
inherited name, a MTII, and SL is patrilineal, so that both sons and daughters 
inherit the father' s Iast slot MTII in the last slot of their name ( NS stationary). 

22 Brand, D. D., 1951, pp. 85-97; c. f. Letelier, V., 1906. 
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Hence a man Juan Pórcz married to Hosa Díaz had son Pedro P{r<'z ami 
daughter María Pórez. 

The official or formal Mexican systcm diffcrs from this, in that a person may 
have any nmnber of MTI in the Hrst through ante-pcnultimate slots of Iris or 
hcr name, which are not nccessarily inhcríted or inhcritable; but they also have 
two final slots occupíed by two MITII, thc first of which is the father's first 
name from thc father's father line in inherited name:>, the other of whieh is tlw 
first MTII from the mother's fathcr's line of ínherited names. Thus a man Juan 
Díaz González, married to María Pérez Castro, has a son Pedro Díaz Pérez 
and a daughter Rosa Díaz Pérez. Thc main diflerence bctwccn the simple 
Mcxican which we call the new patrinominal system, ancl the formal Mexican 
form, is inheriting one word from the name of each parent, rathcr than from 
only one patriline. The formal or offi.cial system is clouble patrinominal whcn 
more than one generation is involved, and bilateral for cach gcneration pair. 
The new system is only patrinominal. 

A comparison of parallel-nominal ancl patrinominal is revcaling. The number 
of words in the namc rcmains unchanged. The patrinominal system contains a 
morpheme type absent in thc parallel-nominal, ( MTII), which for the Cuicatecs 
is borrowed from Mestizo Mexican culture, and which is a true apellido. Both 
systems involve inheritance, but in thc parallel-nominal system inherited names 
are shifted in position ( i.e., name in flrst NS of parent goes to second NS in 
child's name ), while in the patrinominal system, inherited names always oceupy 
a stationary position, final NS. Finally, sex-linkage (as we will see la ter the 
most relevant changc from a social point of view) is completely transformed. 
In the parallel-nominal system males inherit names from males, females from 
fcmales. The new system is patrilineal. This change affects not only the reeogni
tion of lines in adjacent generations, but the continuity of such lines. In the 
parallel-nominal system, names can be traced only two generations at a time 
(name-sharers are only parent-child and of same sex), and if an intermediate 
name in the generational string is forgotten, the recalling of genealogical con
tinuity may be lost. Given the new, patrinominal system, patrilineal contínuity 
can be maintained, theoretically, for an ínflnite number of generations. Even 
if a particular person is forgotten, and the genealogical linking becomes 
obscured, there is still a possibility of tracing eonnectíons through the common 
name, into a large genealogical grid of name-shares whose exact kinship posi
tion may be unknown. Matrilines cannot be traced at al!. W e shall discuss a 
few theoretical and actual implications of thcse differences in the final scction 
of this work. 

3.3 The Intermediate Types 

Between the old ancl the new, both in genealogical time and structurally, 
there occur the intermediate types which are stages in the process of ehange. 
An interesting aspect of the intermediate types are the variatíons which were 
nmg on the name inheritance rules. In the new and old systems, we have two 
distinct sets of rules governing the inheritance of names. The intermediatc types 
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pres<'Ilt both new combinations of the variables, and ncw values for some of 
thc variables. The intermediate cases involve partía! ehanges, from the old 
to the new system. 

We may approach the matter from two points of view, the dyadic, two 
gcncration cases (na me donor and rccipicnt) and we can also observe these 
intermediate cases in genealogical strings, which stretch from a pure parallel 
systcm through one m more intermediate cases to pure patrinominal. 

Looking first at the two generation dyads, we find seven intermediate cases 
in thc genealogies (c.f. Table 3). 
3.3.1 Intcrrnediate Type l: A mal e ego has his father's second slot ( rather 
than first) MTI in his second NS, and a female has her mother's second NS, 
MTI in her second slot. Names contain, as in the old parallel system, exclusively 
MTI. Thus Juan Pedro had a son Manuel Pedro, and Rosa María's daughter is 
namcd Francisca María. Our informants mggest that this may have been a 
common variant of the old system. If people liked the name in the second slot 
better than thc one in the first, they chose that one for their child rather than 
the standard first NS word. This type appears in the genealogies and birth 
records before any name with the new system occurs. This change apparently 
had no social consequences, primarily because it was not related to inheritance 
or descent. In a genealogical string, they could revert to the old pure system, 
which wa:> not so of the other intennediate types. Six cases of this intermediate 
type occur in the corpus of the data from genealogies and only sixteen in the 
birth records for the whole district during 1893, which makes it relatively rare. 
3.3.2 Interrnediate Type Il: The only departure of thi:> type from the old 
parallel systcm is that children take both names of the parent of the same sex, 
instead of one. This produces a three-word name, since the first slot is always 
occupied by the individual's own 'exclusive' name, which as we said before is 
not aHected by inheritance rules. Al! three words in the name remain MTI, and 
SL continues to be parallel with a shifted NS. Thus a male has his father's two 
name:; as bis second and third name, and a female has her mother's two names 
in her second and third NS. In this type, Juan Pedro's son is named Manuel 
Juan Pedro ( rather than Manuel Juan), and Rosa Maria's daughter is called 
Francisca Rosa María. This case is similar to the previous one, in that no MTII 
has been introduced, but it shows without a doubt that an attempt is being 
made toward modification in the direction of the new system. The donor's last 
name as wcll as his first is preserved. This attempt results in a juxtaposition of 
old and new variables in an innoYation. Although no MTII has been introduced, 
the comparison with types 111 and IV seem to indicate that the last slot MTI 
is being treated "as if" it were a MTII. 
3.3.3 lnterrnediate Type Ill: This type again shows an attempt to move by 
innovation in the direction of the new patrinominal system, plus the persistance 
of the old system in its most characteristic features. The first two slots carry 
names exactly as in the old system. The third, however, is occupied, for the 
first time, by a MTII which has been adopted by the name carrier, not in
heritcd. The increase in number of words in the name, and the extra· slot are 
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purely mechanical couse<juences of the fact that the ~mme carricr bccamc awarc 
that in thc ncw svstem there i.> a dilferent kiml of word being used in final 
position. Since M'fii are a¡wllidos wc could statc that the name carrier becan1e 
awarc of the differen<.:e between words used as apellidos in the new systcm, and 
words used as nomhres de ¡1ila, that he had inherited a name of the old system 
in the normal pattern that he adopted an apellido worcl, ancl that he added it 
to his name in a very cons<:iom effort to change. In fact our informants state that 
this is the case. Thus Juan Pedro namecl his son Manuel Juan, but Manuel Juan 
rcnamed hírmclf Manuel Juan Díaz, Díaz bcing an apellido which had nevcr 
occurretl in his family prcvious to his adopting it. In the case of a female, Fran
cisca Hosa, daughter of Hosa María, renames herself Francisca Rosa Díaz. 

Thrcc variables of a linguistic naturc, N, NS, and MT have been altered. 
Tlw inlwritancc pattern, howcvcr, has not becn changcd, bccause the only part 
of the name which is inheritcd continues to use parallel sex-linkage ( the discus
sion of how, when and why MTJI appears in the population is cliscussecl in ex

tenso bclow). 
3.3.4 Intermediate type IV: In this type a male Ego has his father's first name 
in his own second NS, this being a MTI, plus his father's Spanish apellido in 
the third NS. A female also has her father's two names, MTI and MTII, in sec
ond and third slots of her name. Thus, Juan Díaz, married to María Pérez, had 
a son Pedro Juan Díaz, and a daughter Francisca Juan Díaz. This case is perhaps 
the most interesting of al! the intermediate types, because it shows the great 
difficulties which may he involved in what might appear to be a very simple 
cultural change from onc naming system to another. Such difficulties can be 
easily perceivetl, because although this naming type is the most successful 
attempt to approximate the new patrinominal system, it also contains the largest 
number of aberrant innovations. 

First, name number has been increased (as in the two previous types). Sec
ond, NS is shifted, but only as a mechanical consequence of the fact that 
namcs get pushed out of their normal position hecause an extra name is being 
inheritcd. Last name slot, however, remains stationary. Third, MTII appears 
establishecl and is being inherited as a true apellido, in a patrilineal fashion. 
This leads to the last major change in our fifth variable which takes new system 
form so that scx-link is now patrilineal. Hence name type involves changes in 
severa! variables. But under these conditions, we do not have the new system, 
hecause the type "overchanges" in one dimemion: the patrilineal inheritance 
of MTII has heen generalized to the patrilineal inheritance of father's MTI 
as well. In other words, all the structural principies functioning in the new 
system havc been understood, except for the fact that now MTI are also traeated 
as if they were MTII and that the father's full name, as a unit, is being trans
mitted.;" This placement of masculino names ( MTIM) in female names ( i.e. 

2
" It seems more logical to treat this type as a case of generalization of MTII properties 

to MTI than as a case in which MTII functions are not clearlv comprehended, because on 
every o~her count M~'II are treated in agreement with the new system, over more than one 
generatwn, aml sex-hnkage, the most relevant variable frorn the social point of view, has 
been transformed correctly. 
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\1TIM are trcatcd as \ lTl F lwsides heing tn•att•d as MTII) is a deviant 
innovation. Snch mishandlin¡; of gender is a forct•d consequence of the first 
step in tlw clircction of overchange, since then• is no doubt that San Andreseños 
dcarly under~toocl tlw dilkn•¡¡n· lwtvvt'en male ami female MTI, ami the names 
oeurring in our cases of this typt' are not those t-.ITI which can occur in both 
\1TIM and \tTIF list:'·'' 
3.3.5 J¡¡fcrmcdiatc Typc \': In this cas(', a male or female Ego has the mother's 
( rather than father"s) Spanish apellido in tlw second 1\'S. In all tlwse cases, the 
father clid not have an a¡JCllido. hut only MTI in his name. Thus a man Juan 
Pedro married to María Pi~rez, had children Manuel Pérez and Francisca Pérez. 
Sex-linkage is therefore matrilineal, and name slot is stationary. The nanw as 
a type is thus matrinominal. 

Our informants insist that tlwst' particular cases were not cases of illegit
imacy (when a chilcl is not rPcogniz('d by tlw father lw may carry the mother's 
surname as a matter of coursc). Bu t. if thesp childrcn were not illegitimate, why 
did they carry tlw mother's MTII, which is neitlwr an old nor a new system 
rule"r Thc cxplanation can he found if we rank the principies in terms of dom
inance. Once thc concept of MTII enters tlw strudural choices of naming, it 
cannot he replaced by MTI. Furtlwrmore, it is the MTII as¡wct of the apellido, 
rather than the SL rule, that first hecomes dominant. Since in this intermediate 
type the father has no MTII to give his children, lmt the mother does have eme, 
SL is reversed for the purpose of permitting the inhcritance of a MTII already 
established in the nuclear family. So then MT dominates SL, in the inheritance 
pattcrn of both the new and old systcms. It seems that from the point of view 
of the parents, once a MTII enters thc family, it is socially important to pass 
it on to the children. Since the husband does not have one, tbcy have choscn the 
handiest MTII available, the wife's, to givc to the children. An extension of 
this is seen in sorne men who, lacking MTII's, adopt the wife's MTII.~'· 
3.3.6 lntermediate Type VI: This type is the counterpart of ITV, hut the father 
does have MTII in his name. In this case, a female Ego has her mother's second 
~S, MTII, in her second NS, but her brothers inherit their names according 
to the new patrinominal system. Thus stationary name slot, as well as MTII 
retention, obtains, but SL is parallel, that is, the old SL principie is still dominant. 
Thus, Juan Díaz married to María Pérez hada son Pedro Díaz and a daughter 
Francisca Pérez. 
3.3.7 Intermediate Type VII: In this case, a person aclopts MTII Spanish 

" When we call these changes aberrant or deviant, we are not making a value judbrment 
as to the appropriateness of such usages. !\ames are part of language, and in the context 
of this analvsis a stand as to the greater or lesser value of canonical, acaclemic Spanish versus 
the Spanish spoken by Cuicatecs, is irrelevant. Therefore, aberrant or. deviant refers. only 
lo a movement away from a direct path of change from the parallel-nommal to the patnnom
inal svstems uncler discussion. 

ic Two informants with this type of name indieated that they received the mother's 
apellido because the father did not ha ve one, which confirms our view of dominance in the sense 
given above. The same is true for the husband who adopted his wife's MTII. 
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apellido, occupying thc scconcl slot with a non-inherited given name of MTI 
in the first slot, without inheriting any name from parents. Thns Manuel Pén•z 
parents were namecl Juan Pedro ancl Hosa María. The differencc betwcen this 
type and Intermediate Type JII, is that although both aclopt a MTII which 
otherwisc was not a family namc previously, in Type Ill, thcrc is an attcmpt at 
prcserving some form of inheritancc ( the old), whíle in Type VII, the conHic! 
is avoided rather than sol ved by compromising ( betwcen two possible variables), 
so that no inheritance pattPrn is used at all. 
3.3.8 Review of Intermerliate TyrJes: These types cover all the cases which occm 
in the gcnealogieal data and which can be analizccl with our frame. These kave 
out three individual instances whieh do not secm to fit any mnne inheritance nor 
any naming rule known to us from the area. In these three cases, the names of thc 
child do not corrcspond to the parents, nor the grandparcnts, and all are MTI. 
Wc suspcct that these were cases either of illegitimacy or of adoption, in which 
the child received the name before acloption, and the original gcnealogical parcnt
set from whom the namc derived has bcen lost. Howcver, we do not ha ve evidence 
to support this claim. All of our regular intermediate types contain more than 
one case. 

So me additional types are to be found in the reported cases from othcr com. 
munities in Mesoamerica. La Farge's material from Jacaltenango is not full enough 
for this analysis. His material from Santa Eulalia shows MTI, with shifted pa
trilineal inheritance, an intermediate type whieh does not show up in our ge
nealogical data frorn San Andrés, but which oecurs in our census materials, in 
Stavenhagens's~·· typc B and in Villa."' Villa's rnaterials from Soyaltepec show 
a MTI with stationary patrilincal inheritancc as does Pozas'."' Stavenhagen's 
A type of naming is parallel-nominal, in the full sense that we are using the 
term. Bis C is the standard Mexican patrinominal, again in our sense. 

Weitluncr ancl Castro's short published genealogy from Tlacoatzintepec, a 
Chinantec town, shows a clear case of our parallel-nominal, clear cases of patri
nomínal, and one case which could well be our Intermedia te Type VI. (As 
poínted out above, it is difficult to judge these cases, for the female may have 
hcen illegitimate, and inheritecl her mother's name in that fashion.) In additíon, 
thcre is a case of what Stavenhagen has labelled B, with MTI, statíonary pa
trilineal inheritance of one worcU" 

The genealogy also contains sorne name:; which may represent other types. 
There is a case of a female with MTIM in the last slot of her name, which sug
gests patrilincal inherítance of MTIM. There is also a case of a three word name, 
with the first two being MTIM, which would fit either our Intermediate Type 
III, or IV. In acldition, there are, in two lineal strings, one of two generations, 
and one of three, the occurrence of the word in mother's first name slot in 

•• Stavenhagen, R., op. cit. 
~ 7 Villa Rojas, A., op. cit. 
•• Pozas, R., op. cit., p. 219. 
20 W0itlaner, H. J. y C. A. Castro G., 1954, p. 270. 
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daughter's first nanw slot. r n the two gcneration case, two members of the 
younger gencration carry this name, and in thc thn.•e generation, one in each 
generation. In both hascs, al! nanwd daughters in this section of the genealogy 
carry this name. This suggcsts, of course, that this name in the first slot is being 
inherited. \Veitlancr ami Castro point out that since the name is very popular 
( i.e., María), it may lw coincidental. '~~' Sin ce the birth records for 1893 show 
78 per cent of all names to be parallel-nominal, probably the later gene.alogies 
show an old system already greatly advanccd in the process of change. 

Of the many possihle Iogícal forms of intennediate types, only sorne occur. 
The chart of the na mes paradigm ( Tablc 4) presents all the possible logical 
eombinations of the values our variables ha\'e, and those which actually occur. 
F'ew of the possible forms in fact occur. Some are logically impossible. A case 
of inheritancc from slot 3 to slot 3 may turn up. We do not have any cases in 
whieh a Morphemc Type I is inherited matrilineally for males, unless there 
is also a MTII being inherited at the same time. Logically this could occur 
if there were no father's name available ( c.g. if thcre were illegitimatc children). 
But the pressure of the parallcl-nominal systcm is for congrucncy between MTI 
and parallel, sex-linkage of names, so that evcn then a son may have had a name 
other than the mother's. This cannot be provcd with our data, because we have 
no cases in the corpus in which names are known and in which illegitimacy or 
adoption can be demonstrated. 

4.0 Adoption of the Patrinom!nal System in the Colonial Feriad 

It is obvious that thc sources of the new system are in the naming patterns of 
the Spaniards ( and Mexicans) with whom the Cuí catees of San Andrés and 
othcr villages have been in contact. The process of renaming according to 
Spanish practices started as early as the first baptisms of Indians in the area. 

Thc earliest records of names among the Cuicatec come from the Relacio· 
nes de Nueva España';! and other sixteenth century manuscripts, well after the 
Cuicatec had been con quered by both the Aztecs and the Spaniards. 32 These 
11ames are of caciques. "Native" names reported for them were Cuicatec, Cuicatec 
adaptations of Nahuatl, or direct Nahuatl calendrical names ( e.g., Chicomecatl, 
Tiñaña, Cítaltecutli, Yztecutli ( PNE IV; 90, 185-186; ECTPP 157). It is probable 
that these names did not represent the standards of naming of the Cuicatec 
commoners, first because they seem to be "dynastic" names33 and among other 
reasom beca use they were the names of the individuals who were most influenced 
by the Nahua conquerors. In a document dated 1562, of 65 names one was 
composed totally of MTI (Exped. ). For that early period, we do not know 
anything about the names of the population at large. Moreover, most of our early 
cases are from the southwest section of the Cuícatec district, where the old 
naming system we discuss here appears very rarely in modérn times. 

•o lb., p. 150. 
"' Paso r Troncoso, F.; 1905. 
32 Barlow, R., 1949, pp. 110-13. 
83 Carda Granados, R., 1953. 
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In the middle of the 18th century, most cases in the haptismal hook for tlw 
discrict are the olcl parallel system, but somc people, including the caciques, 
had taken up the patrinominal Spanish systern of naming with both nombres 
de pila and true apellidos. The old system was in existenc:e around 1750, sinc:c 
it appears in the haptismal book, and obviously must have developcd sometimc 
before then. 

The people of San Andrés, howevcr, resisted the adoption or use of the 
Spanish naming system; until a few generations ago, Spanish apellidos werP 
exceptionally rare among Indians. San Andrés can be c:ontrastecl with many 
other Cuicatec: communities in that it preserved the old naming system long 
after the patrinominal system became prevalent in other villages in the district. 

5.0 Geographical Distribution 

The parallel-nominal inheritance system has a distribution which is curious, 
comprising one ( or two) cases in Western Guatemala, and severa! towns which 
are Cuicatec, Mazatec, Mixtec, or Chinantec. Previously it had been reported 
from two lowland Mazatec towns by Villa, Pozas and Stavenhagen, and from 
a lowland Chinantec town by 'Veitlaner and Castro. But the 1893 birth records 
show other Chinantec and Mazatec towns having it, plus other Mixtec and 
Cuicatec villages. 

The district of Cuicatlán can be divided on geographical and ecological 
grounds into four regions: the eastern flank, the central massif, the wcstcrn 
Hank and the depression of the Cuicatlán canyon. These correspond with 
language and dialectic groupings. The east is Chinantec. The central massif 
has two district groupings, one north and one south of an uninhabited platean. 
The north contains one dialect of Cuicatec to which two Cuicatec scttlements 
on the eastern flank are added. It also contains a few Mixtec. villages linguistical
ly related to the highland Mixtec to the west and a handful of Mazatec villages 
linguistically related to the Mazatec of Huautla to the north. The south of thc 
central massif forms a separate Cuicatec dialect gronp. The western flank 
contains the third major dialect group of Cuicatec." 1 The canyon is Spanish 
speaking, and it has been a center of Spanish-Mexican culture since the earlier 
colonial times, and of Aztec influence beforc then. 

The four zones have distinctly different percentages of the old parallel-nom
inal system (.e. f. Table 5). It is virtually absent from the canyon, averages 
10 per cent in the western flanks, 22 per cent in the central massif and 74 per cent 
in the eastern flank. These differences are statistically significant at greater than 
the .001 leve! (X"=l88.3 ). These distributions can be understood on the basis 
of cultural and historical variables. First, proximity to the centers of dispersion 
of Mexican-Spanish. culture in the canyon is negatively associated with the old 
system. Second, proximity to the Mazatec-Chinantec lowlands is positively asso
ciated with the parallel-nominal system. Hence, it appears as if degree of 
acculturation towards Mestizo culture is an influential variable. 

"' Holland, W. R., 1959. 
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0004 From Parra M. G., 1950. 
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However, acculturation needs to be measured on socio-cultural variables 
other than language itself. Although names are a linguistic phenomenon, the 
frequencies of the parallel-nominal system do not con·elate with degree of mono
linguism or per cent of speakers of Indian languages in the town. Unfortunately, 
this measure is based on the figures of the 1940 Mexican census, "" sin ce non e 
are available or analyzed for 1893. Thus, it could still be possible that at the 
time, the degree of monolinguism did account for variation. But there is also 
considerable interna! variation within each zone, especially within the central 
massíf. First, out of 31 towns which were recorded in 1893, only 18 had the 
parallel-nominal system. Of the 13 towns which did not have the old system, 
10 are Mestizo with only a small and marginal Indian population. But not all 
Indian towns which had the system show the same frequencies. 

Three important exceptions to the general regional frequencies appear. 
Teutila in the east has a dominant Mestizo population with a Iarge minority 
of Indian migrants from near-by villages. Concepción Pápalo in the west and 
Tepeucila, in the south central, are definitely Indian, but show only the new 
patrinominal system. These exceptions probably can be explained by the same 
specific historical event. At the time of the conquest the three settlements were 
important cacicazgos. Teutila had a large Aztec garrison of 6,000 men,:w and 
Pápalo and Tepeucila were head villages of old Cuicatec cacicazgos. Early after 
the conquest they were taken over by the Spaniards, who made them into 
corregimientos. 31 Teutíla and the cuicatec cacicazgos in the canyon ( í.e., Cui
catlán and Atlatlahuca) soon became Mestizo towns.3s Pápalo and Tepeucila 
remained Indian in identification, but throughout the colonial period to the 
present have been developers of a Mestizo oriented Indian culture. Hence, they 
probably lost the native naming system quite early ( if they ever had it). 

AC'culturation factors seem to be more efficient than pure geographical loca
tion or non-existence of the system in earlier times in accounting for the 
variation. Sorne Indian towns in the western flank, which historically were 
unimportant subject cacicazgos and in which no Spaniards settled, are today 
still conservative closed corporate communities and preserve the old system. 
The best example is Los Reyes, which although located adjacent to Concepción 
Pápalo, is a highly consenrative town with both a high degree of monolinguism 
and the highest frequency of the parallel-nominal system in the west. 

There are two reasonable hypotheses to account for the general distribution. 
First, there is the possibility that frequencies in the west represent cultural 
borrowing from the east or presence of immigrants from the eastern flank. There 
is today, and has been for a very long time, a certain amount of migration of 
people from one village to another, at times crossing language boundaries. But
for these percentages to occur, the migrant population should have been con
siderable in size. More likely, the naming system was there already, or it was 
adopted without a populatiQn "moving" with it. 

"" Parra, M. C., 1950. 
36 Espinosa, M. and H. F. Cline, 1961, p. 123. 
87 Paso y Troncoso, F., op. cit., pp. 88-99. 
•• lb., pp. 163-66, 183-89. 
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This suggL·sts that lhc rcgion of lT('ation and dispersion of the parallel-
1101ninal system was the arca tor which thcre is evidmce of high freqtwncy. 
Tlw !\!azatec highlands can he cxcludcd since the tvfazatt'c towns within the 
Cuicatec district ( which are of highlancl Mazatec culture) have very Iow fre
qm·ncies. Tlll' sauw applics to thc western Cuicatecs. Thcse leave us with the 
possibility that this hypothetical region was locatecl somewhere in the southern 
lowland Mazatcc, northern Chinantcc, or castern Cuicatec, or some combination 
of tlwse. 

The second hypothesis is that thc parallcl-nominal system was widely spread 
in thc past, and that only marginal cultmal arcas such as San Andrés, with great 
geographical isolation and distancc from non-Indian centers, have preserved it. 
llence hígh frcqueneies may reflcct survivals. The presence of the parallel
uominal system in a Mixtec town wcst of the Cuicatec canyon supports this 
interpretation. Texeatitlán, located in thc piedmont of the high Mixtec country, 
in 1940 had 98 per cent of spcakers of Mixtec ancl 84 per cent monolinguals. 
Eleven pcr eent of naming instances in the 1893 birth records were parallel
nominal, suggesting that distance frorn accultmation centers is the crucial factor 
ancl not distance from the castcrn flank zone. 

Invcstigation of the distrihution of thc phenomenon in thc highland Míxtec, 
Mazatec and Chinantec is needed to decide between the hypotheses. We hope 
that future research on the etlmohi1>tory of the ex-Distrito and surrounding 
rcgions will resolve the problem. A regional solution, however, will not help 
to explain the Guatemala occurrences ( see a bove, p. 192) unless one is willing 
to accept that this parallel-nominal system was independently created in two 
separate subregíons of Mesoamerica and, in both arcas, cvolved in the same 
manner. At the moment, on the basis of present evidence, the theory of a 
formerly widely distributed parallel-nominal system, which has been wiped out 
by acculturation (as it is being wiped out. in San Andrés toda y) but survived 
in marginal Indian areas, seem to us more promising. 

6.0 Acquisition of the Patrinomírwl System 

If we havc few analyses of personal name inheritance systems in the litera
ture, we have even fewer cxamples of changing naming systems. Itkonen reports 
that the Lapps of Finland had personal names, surnames appeared around 1680· 
1720 under the influence of Christian priests, and it was then that the Lapps 
got Christian narnes. AII Lapps acquired onc, and many of the old Lappish 
names got converted into surnames."" He reports that these names were probably 
taken over from merchants, tax collectors, etc., which if true, would be similar 
to the Mesoamerican case, where the cultural broker is the source not only for 
the pressure change, but also is a source of the new names. 40 

The one full-scale study of a changing name inheritance system known to us 
is Spencer's account of Turkish namesY The older Arabic system, in general 

"' Itkonen, T. J., 1951, pp. 67-68. 
40 lb., p .67. 
41 Spencer, R. F., 1961. 
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usage, was declared illegal by Ataturk, who instituted a western patrinominal 
system using Turkish words as surnames. Apparently the new system was 
thoroughly understood, for there is no report of intermediate innovations, as 
among the Cuicatecs. Like the Cuicatecs, however, the new names were selected 
from very varied sources ( see below). Spencer lists six of these, which include 
occupations, place names, heroic and tribal eponyms, object names, lineage 
names, and euphonic names:' 2 

Among the Cuicatecs of San Andrés, Type II morphemes entered the village 
in two different ways. An individual from thc population may marry a person 
with a patrinominal name, or an individual may adopt an apellido where one 
did not exist before. In the former case, the outsider brought the MTII into 
the nuclear family, and through later inheritance by children the name passes 
on into the population.43 This is true even in cases in which the possessor of thc 
MTII was a female, beca use once a MTII appears, it does not drop out ( type V). 

Pressure to adopt the new naming system came from the non-Indian or 
Mestizo world which uses the patrinominal model. One common way was through 
the school. Teachers (usual! y of Mestizo origin and always trained in Mestizo 
schools) gave Spanish apellidos to the children in the classroom who did not 
have them. Since in San Andrés, boys tend to attend school more regularly and 
more often than girls do, this may be one reason why males took up Type II 
morphemes earlíer than females did. Other officers who introduced new names 
were the local municipio secretaries ( usually non-Indians, hired by the com
munity for their bureaucratic skills ), caciques, the officers in charge of the 
army draft, etc. Since al! these cultural brokers44 tend to deal with the local 
men more than with the women, here again there was differential pressure 
toward change in males and females. 

Besides these officials, Indians acquired new names from other cultural 
brokers. Many men go out of the village to work on plantations in the lowlands 
and come back with an apellido. Since men much more often than women search 
for work outside the village, they again tend to be the agents of change ( on 
their return) more often than women. 

The apellidos thus selected are those common in the place where they were 
working, common to the area, or perhaps the surname of the oHicial or the ranch 
owner himself. In other cases, individuals would take úp a Spanish nicknarne as 
apellido, take the apellido related to their MTI ( e.g. Gonzalez for Gonzalo), 
ínvent one from a Spanish word that caught their attention, or take up the 
name of sorne famous historical figure they knew about (e. g. one informant 
named Ignacio took the apellido Zaragoza after the general Ignacio Zaragoza). 

Once a man in a sibling set took up an apellido, his male siblings usually 
adopted it too. If this were done in school, the teacher named all siblings with 
the same apellido. If it were an apellido adopted after a trip to the outside, 

.. lb., pp. 213-16. 
43 In the case in which a man adopted as apellido his wife's ( or father-in-law's) apellido 

( for bis name contained only words of morpheme type 1), his children could either be clas
sifled as having patrinominal system names, · or as displaying ITV. 

44 Hunt, R., 1965 b. 
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and brought in by one sibling, the others adopted it too, so "all brothers would 
have the sanre name," an interesting example of the pressure of the principie 
of sibling solidarity. The only exception known to us of this last case is one 
in whieh a man adopted a nickname as apellido (Brioso [ lt. lively, brave] ) 
which his siblings thought was silly, and they then adopted in common a 
different surname. Interestingly, this man has Httle solidarity with his siblings 
because of a long standing land feud. 

7.0 The Lineal Strings 

The data on naming for more than three generations come from the two 
long genealogies mentioned above (c.f. pp. 193-94). Although these genealogies 
show some obvious similarities ( e.g. both have adoption of Spanish apellidos 
which were not family names previously), the most interesting aspect of these 
genealogies is the way they can be contrasted, because they represent two 
different routes of change from the parallel to the patrinominal system (c.f. 
Table 6). Phenomena common to both genealogies, besides adoption of MTII, 
are partial substitution of principies, in a progressive manner, through time, so 
that each step tends more closely to approximate the new system. There is no 
case of regression toward the old system. Once change has been triggered it 
continues slowly but steadily, and spreads. But at the same time, the data show 
that the amount of communication on naming practices between segments of 
the community is and was very low. One can see in the genealogies that every 
extended family group ( see discussion below) was independently evolving its 
own way of coping with the problem. Moreover, within a genealogy one can 
see how every couple faced the naming of their children somewhat differently 
than any other couple, introducing their own innovations. The struggle to 
understand the new system, and the degree of willingness to give up the old, 
occurs in a very small context: the nuclear family. However, in some cases, 
all individuals in a household cluster too k the same apellido ( see discussion 
below). 

Table 6. Distribution of Name Types by Genealogy 

Old I II III IV V VI VII New Totals 

I ( Progressive) 29 6 9 7 36 87 

II (Conserva ti ve) 28 5 3 4 2 ll 53 

Total 57 6 5 3 4 9 2 7 47 140 

Obviously, there is some amount of communication taking place, since the 
change toward the patrinominal system appears everywhere. But perhaps the 
explanation for such proliferation of paths of change is due to the fact that there 
were no established common norms. Every carrier of this culture felt equally 
competent ( or incompetent) to tackle the problem on his own, without reference 
to what others were doing. 
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Other variables can be brought into thc discussion whi<.:h are not of an indi
vidual nature. First, San Andrés has two factions, which are politically antago
nistic, and which represent the progressivc versus thc traditional orientations. 
One of our genealogies ( I) comes from thc progrcssive faction, dmraderizcd 
by higher bilingualism, more marriages with outsidcrs ( of othcr villagcs), ami 
an easier acceptance of so me non-Indian traits. Thc other gcnealogy ( II), rep
resents the traditionals, more reluctant to accept outside inHuences, tending 
toward rnonolinguism, and village endogamy. ''' This di!Ierence can be sccn in 
the naming system, inasmuch as thc genealogy of thc "progressives" shows a 
faster acceptance of the new system, while the traditional shows more attempts 
at preserving the variables of the old systern longer, by increasing the number of 
interrnediate steps in a genealogical string. This could also be read to mean that 
thc traditionals, because of thcir lack of interest or their lcsser contact with the 
sonrccs of name change ( the non-Indian world) had greater difficulty in comíng 
to grips with the patrinominal system and understanding the variables involved, 
and thus too k longcr to changc (c.f. Tables 6 and 7). It may also relate to the 
fact that the traclitionals, being generally more conservatíve, have preservecl for 
a longer time a descent system which favors parallel namíng ( see bclow). 

Tablc 7. Distribution of Namc Types by Generation 

Generation Old II lii IV V VI VII New Totals 
-~----------~---

Oldest- 1 S 1 4 
2 19 2 S 24 
3 21 5 3 1 4 14 48 
4 14 S 4 2 l 22 46 
Youngest 5 7 11 18 

Totals 57 6 5 S 4 9 2 7 47 140 

When we look at the total population of San Andrés above the age of thirty, 
accordíng to sex, it appears that men changed to thc new naming system earlier 
(c.f. Tahle 1 ). This difference tencls to increasc with age. Another related 
observation wl1ich appears from looking at the data in time depth, ís that males 
have a slight lendency to change earlier than females in any given family group. 
This, however, is not contradictory to the fact that in a nuclear family in which 
MTII has already been introduced either by the male or the female spouse, it 
would be passed on to the next generation ( this explaíns Intermedíate Type V). 
To show this we have analyzed the combínatíom of types in the twenty siblings 
sets on which we had ínfonnation. The number is srnall, but the results are 
suggestive. 

'1" The factions are not clear cut in every particular. For example, in the "progressive" 
~action, women still use the tradilional huipil, ancl sorne of the most prestigeful curers are 
m it. But the progressive faction has been responsible for giving up the mayordomía system, 
while the traclitionals have recently attemptecl to reintmduce Mayordomos for the largest 
and most important religious fiestas. In fact, the promoter of reintroclucing Mayordomías is 
a brother of Ego of Genealogy II. Moreover, the progressive faction contains the men who 
have been the local supporters of the mestizo cacique of San Andrés. 
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Tahk S. i\ ame Type in Sibling Sets, San Andrés, Gencalogies I + II 
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That females are more conservative shows in their preference for preserving 
the old form of the variables, or at least the old sex-linkage, even though the 
males of the same generation, in the same family, have changed. In part, this 
can be explained by stating that it is the parents who preserve the naming 
system, not the name carrier, and that the pressure for parallel sex-linkage 
shows only for females, since the change from parallel to patrinominal system, 
for males, involves only linguistic changes, not social-structure changes. Thus, 
it is easier for parents to give male children names according to the new system, 
and preserve the old or some intermediate form for the daughters ( e.g. ITVI). 
This does not explain, however, why the females preserve the old naming pat
tern when al! the males in the sibling group have a common Spanish apellido. 
Our informants suggested that many times all the brothers in a sibling set 
adopted a common apellido ( ITIII or ITVII) and the females refused to do so. 
We have no cases of this in our complete sibling sets, but there is no reason 
to doubt their information. Female tendency to conservatisrn in naming can be 
related to two aspects of life in San Andrés: first, to the manner in which the 
new system was introduced (c.f. above), and second, to residen ce, inheritance 
of things other than names, and to the position of females in the formation of 
descent groups. 

8.0 Social and Cultural Factors Aflecting Naming' 6 

The irnportance of personal naming in relation to cultural and social factors 
has been discussed in the past. How naming rnodifies the usage of kinship terms, 

''
6 What follows should be consídered a tentatíve hypothesís. The postulated system had, 

by 1964, largely dísappearecl, and we are attemptíng to reconstruct a phenomenon whích 
survíves only in fragmentary ways. 
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for example, has heen shown in detail for the Kung' ami Eskimo. 17 lt has heen 
suggested for anothcr arca of Mexico ( the Ilighland Maya) that narnc-sakes 
place each othcr in a special kind of kin rclatíon wíthin an agnatic desccnt 
group. 1' Anothcr narning system which is related to thc structure of descent 
groups has heen reported for the Moplah, the Arahiy, ancl the Thangals"' on 
tlw Malabar coast of India. Tlwsc have double unlineal desccnt systcms rcHectcd 
ín naming praetiees. Hoys has postulat<•d a douhle unlineal naming aml desccnt 
system for the 19th and 17th eentury Maya of Yucatan.:'" 

In the ole! system díscusscd hcre, since a person's name-sake is tlw parent 
of tlw samt• sex, it does not alrect the use of kinship tenninology. But naming 
docs sc(•m to be relah·d to certain :upects of social structure such as inheritance, 
rcsidenee sponsorship, ami mcmbcrship in a descent group. 

8.1 Residence Sprm.vor mul Residence Clusters 

In the first trip to San Anclrós it was noticed that a large number of young 
marrit•d eonples were rcsiding in thc hride's parents home (largcr in comparison 
with what mw could cxpect in most Cuicatec Indian communities which have a 
tendcncy toward patri-virilocal residence). :o~ Al so it appearcd that the village 
was composed of severa! honsehold clusters, a large nmnher of which were 
built aronnd female links. Our earlier San André:.; data revealcd an apparently 
bilocal pattern of residence. A young couplc after the wedding first resided in 
a domestic group containing cither set of parents, until at Ieast the first chilcl 
was wcaned. Forty-five per cent of 160 householcb were said to contain an 
original couple whose first residence had heen matri-uxorilocal. More importantly, 
informants place great importance on who initiates marriage negotiations ( either 
groom or hride's family) and dearly state that the conple had not moved with 
the parents of bridc or groom, lmt with either the wife's mother or the hushand's 
father.'·~ Informauts also stated that the normatively preferred choice of re:.;idence 
was matri-uxorical.' :: 

A lnter analysis of the residence of al! inclividuals, furthermore, showed 
that residence sponsors strongly tended to be a person of the same sex ( excep
lions indude spouscs and very young children vvhose sponsor is rarely a mal e), 
that is, paralld sex sponsorship was preferred. In addition, there was a tend
ency for householcls to duster based upon a set of consanguineally related 
individuals of the same sex. In a sample of 44 such households ( two or more 
house-compounds on plots adjacent to each other and forming a physical clus
ter), 78 per cent were linked to ea eh other with parallel sex ( see Table 9). 

" Mt~rshall, L., IH57; Ctwmple, D. L., 196.5. 
'" Montagu, H., n. d.; Mont<tgu, R. aml Hunt, E., 1962. 
"' D'Souza, \'. S., W5\J. 
'''' Hoys, H. L., 1940, pp. 37-38. 
"' C. f. \>Veitlaner, R. J., 1961. 
"" In the case of matri-uxorlocality, they used such expressions as "they were received 

by the motht-r-in-law ( of the man)" or "the man entered the house of his mothers-in-law." 
•• By matri-uxorilocal we mean that the residence is with the mother for a woman, 

and with th~ wifp for the man of a couple. Patri-virilocal states that a couple is living with 
the husband s father. \Ve use tht> dual term to focus upon residence sponsor (c.f. Fischer, 
J. L., ] 058), rather than thc couple as a unit. 

1 
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After a couple moves out of the parental household of one of the spouses, 
they will bnild their own home on an adjacent Iot, usually provided by the 
parent of the connected spousc. ( Informants stated that this should usually be 
the wife' s parents cluster.) Over a pcriod of time, clusters may tend to change 
from male to femalc linkages and the reverse, rearranging the interna! structure. 
But even though this occurs, cach cluster is usually huilt either around only 
female or only male linkages, not both, an overall, female parallel linkages are 
preferred over mal e (58 per cent of cases in sample). 

Linkagc bctween houscholds was predominantly of primary kinship ties: 
parents, children and true siblings ( 79 per cent). Thus the village consists of a 
~eries of honscholcl dusters linking fathers and thcir sons, or mothers and their 
daughters, ancl siblings of the same sex, female clusters beig the mode. In the 
cases of widows, who are also heads of households, daughters remain in the clus
ter while sons move away. Daughters of widowers tend not to reside in the 
father's household cluster unless they do not have a husband or female relatives 
elsewhere. When the link was predominantly between sihlings, the parents were 
dead, rather than living elsewhere. This phenomenon of separation between 
parallel sex lines occurs in other aspects of life in San Andrés. 
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The ethos"-t of unisexual groups is very díffcrent from that of heterosexual 
groups, especially if they are large emes. Single scx groups, such as work groups 
have a free, easy, relaxed, joking, funloving quaHty to them. Whenevcr a person 
of the opposite sex appears, however, the tone becomes very much more 
constrained, there is littlc or no joking, conversation drops off, ancl the gronp 
seems stiff and formal. The kinship terminology is also modified by tlli':> clistinc
tion of sex línes. 

8.2 KinshírJ Terms 

The Cuicatecs of San Andrós havc a kinship terminology to which are ap
plied the following principies of differentiation (c.f. Table 10). 

1) Generation: all informants distinguish at Ieast Rve generations, two above 
ancl two below' Ego. Some informants, howcver, rnay add two or more for dircct 
lineal kinsmen ( great grand-parents and children). Among collaterals, howcver, 
the generational principie of distinction fuuctions only to differentiate three 
levels: Ego's generation, older than ego and younger than ego. Among affinals, 
thc principie does not operate. 

2) S ex of referent: al! terms with thc exception of grandchild and clown 
distinguish maJe and female kinsmcn. 

3) Linearity vs. collaterality: One's parents and children are called by exclu
sive terms ( i.e. terms which are not applied to any other kinship [genealogicalj 
position or category). Parents' siblings ehildren, however, may be called by the 
brother and sister terms ( Hawaiian cousin terms) or by the more general term 
of /vi' i/. ( relative) ( see below). 

4) Degree of collatcrality: all kinsmen ( i.e. anybody with whom a connection 
can be shown in a genealogical grid) are distinguished as to degree of collater
ality by two degrees. First degree collaterals have specific forms. Collaterals of 
second and third degree are merged into the category jví'í/ which informants 
may translate in Spanish as either pariente ( relative), familia ( family) or primo 
( cousin). Kinsmen with whom one acknowledges so me tie, without necessarily 
being able to specify the linkage, are referred to by the word / d>t>j. Bnt jc[,t,¡ 
is also the name of a group of genealogically related individuals. The San Andre
seüos translate this word into Spanish as nuestra raza or nuestro grupo ( our 
race, our group). ( This word is a homonyn of the word for the multi-colored 
corncob, a graphic expression indeed.) Marriage, in theory, is not permitted 
closer than the j{[,t,¡ category ( the fourth bed, in their idiom), but jvi'í/ are 
rnarried on occasion, if thev are not first cousins. 

5) Sex of speaker: father's brother is called by different terms, depending 
on the sex of the speaker, because females distinguish father and other's lines, 
but males use the same term ( dunno) for collaterals of generations above O. 
This is not the case for female parents' siblings, although one old fcmale inform
ant said that in the past mother's sister was called by a speeial term which she 
could not remember. 

"' We are following Bates01Ú (1936) use of this concept. 

• 
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Tabh• 1 O. Paradigm of San Audds Teotilalpan Kíu Tcnniuology: Consanguineals 
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6) Sex of the connecting kinsmen: In the parental generation and above, 
the fathcr's and mother's lines are separate. This distinction, however, is drop
ping out of use. Altough most adult informants know the words, they use both 
sets of "grandparent" or "uncle" terms for either line. Informants in their sixties 
or above, however, distinguish male and female lines.55 

Affinality: There are only four terms for affinals, all of which distinguish the 
sex of the referrent and none of which distinguishes generation. Two of these 
are terms for maJe and female in-marrying persons, spouses of Ego's consan
guineals, and two for the male and female consanguínea! relatives of one's 
spouse. This distinction is relevant in the context of recruitment into a descent 
group through marriage ( see p. 219). 

Two aspects of the terminology itself seem to be related to the old naming 
system. Personal names emphasized the connection between members of adja
cent generations of the same sex. Within the terminology, again, male and 
femalc lines are distinguished for the generations above parents and partially 
for the parental generation. It is not surprising that both the old naming system 
which distinguishes parallel lines, and the kinship terms which distinguish 
parallel lines, are dropping out of use simultaneously. Kinship recognition, more-

"·' Al l term' indica te the sex line by the descriptive forro. 
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over, varíes in the number and sex of collaterals which informants are willing 
to índude in regular interaction. Males indude more male relativcs, especially 
those connected through other males, while femaks cxtend their genealogies 
through female líncs, and relate to a larger number of fcmalc relatives than 

males do. 

8.3 Pro¡Jerty and lnheritance 

Property, induding all major fonns such as land, coffee trees, houses and 
house plots, etc. is owned and eontrolled in San Andrés by both scxes. Thc 
Mestizo cacique and secrctaries have insisted recently on registering Iand prop
t•rtv in male names. But San Andresefios are careful to specify that a particular 
pl<;t registNed as bt•longíng to a man is in fact controlled by a femah: or a 
group of females. Moreover, property ís passed on through either maJe or fcmale 
lines. A ¡wrson is mme lihly to inherit frorn the household cluster to which he 
nr she is attached. Hesidence is gencrally decided on the basis of parallel sex 
sponsorship ancl somc informants indicate that they leave their possessions to the 
childrcn of their own sex, bccause "they are clo:;er together," especially those 
who remain living in the household cluster. Therc has been pressure from the 
mestizos, however, for ec¡ual inheritance of all children, in a bilateral fashion 
in accordance with Mexican law. "" 

Our ínformants all agree that in the past, much more than today, property 
and important asp.ects of the social life were controlled by women. The Mestizos 
of m•arby towns have the myth that the people of San Andrés used to havc a 
"matriarchy".c•: Tlwir statements cannot be dismissed as purely mythological 
constructs, lwcause lll('JYIOrie:; of living Indian infonnants contain bits of evi
dmce which point to the greater importance in the past of females in respect 
lo the control of property. For example, it is said that at the end of the colonial 
era, tuxation was irnposed on land, and most land was transmitted and controlled 
by femnles. '·' Trees, cattle, cash, and capital also were female controlled. Still 
today, at the wedcling, there is a token ceremony related to this: the bride is 
giwn a small eoin by the god-mother "to help her start her capital." Our female 
informnnts contrast this with what they see as the increasing encroachment of 
maJe ríghts over female rights in property at the present time. It is probable 
(c.f. footnote 58), however, that although there may ha ve been a strong empha
sís on property passing along female lines, maJe line inheritance was also pos
sibk This is certainly true today. This type of property holding and inheritance 
would be congruent with the present distribution of residence ( female sponsors 
69 !wr cent, maJe .31 per cent [c.f. Table 9] ). Given parallel sex sponsorship of 
res1dence and parallel sex-link formation of household clusters, ami given the 

•• This in spite of the fact that the local Mestizos have an inheritance svstem which 
amounts to near mono-inheritance (c.f. Hunt, R. I965a). · 

'' Tht·y use tht• Spanish word Matriarcado. 
•• We have not yet unearthed any other evidence of this form of taxation, but informants 

strongly agree on this point One informant even indicated that the woman paid the taxes 
though her husband may have been the owner of the milpa. 

1 
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fad that female links are prcdominant, it is highly likely n) thnt inheritance 
rights go a long with this, ancl b) that a greater amount of property passe:; along 
femalt' than along maJe lincs. Our analysis of inheritance is very tentative, but 
thc small corpus of evidence sepms to point in this diredion. 

8.4 A S¡¡ccial Case of Ambilincal Grottps 

In tlw cont('Xt of the infonnation given in the previous sections, we can 
suggest that the Cuicatecs of San Andrés appear to have a special type of 
amhilineal grouping,'·" which is reflected in the parallel-nominal naming system, 
thc pattern of residence, the household clustering and other normative aspects 
of behavior, to some extent in the kinship terminology and probably in th~ 
assignation and transmission of rights in property. These ambilineal groupings 
probahly form three levels of ramages ( see helow) which are hasically built on 
the principie of parallel scx-linkages. Thus, a ramage is huilt around single link
nges which are either mother-daughter, fathcr-son, brother-brother, or sister .. 
sister, cross-sex choices not being favored, although they are possible as marginal 
alternatives. 

The ~mall residential clusterings ( bctween two and eight, approximately) of 
household compounds are the smallest minimal ramage, the local core of the 
larger descent groups. The next larger group is composed of selected /vi'i/, 
those immediate kinsmen to which connections can he ea sil y traced ( usually up 
to the third collaterals). These form the intermedia te ramage and are di'spersed 
in separate household clusters. The maximum ramage is the /d>t>/. The/d>t>/ 
is clearly identified as a group which, as we mentioned earlier, informants 
translate as "our race" or "our group." The intermediate ramage, however,' is 
our hypothesis, ~>ince at the moment we do not have sufficient data to demon
strate that the jvi'i/ is a bounded group in any sense dífferent from personal 
kindred. Future work rnay bring forth a more definite answer. 

Hecruitment is bascd upon birth links through the mother for females ancl 
the father for males, and secondarily at marriage ( at the level of mínimum 
ramage), through the spouse who is the link in the small localized ramage, the 
household cluster. Hence, affinals are terminologically separated into those who 
can become one's own descent group members, and those who do not (c.f. 
Table 11). The choice at marriage can be reserved by a later change in residence. 

Table 11. Paradigm of San Andrés Teotilalpan Kin Terminology: Affinals 

aaaao Cían o 
1 

yintl).'l!n incandiko 

Any 
mal e 

generation 
female mal e 

In-marrying 
1 

Out-marrying 

"" Murdock, G. P., 1960, pp. 10-13. 
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They can also be rcinforced, for a rnale in his wif<''s clttslcr, by the pral'ticc 
of sororal polygyny.no Thus, in San Andrés a spcdal form of ambiliueal descent 
group is formed on the principie of parallel filiation. These ambilillcal groups 
have a consanguineally related <:ore of mernbers, hut indudc others ami thus 
are compromise localizcd groups in Murdock's terms.'; 1 

We propose to call this fonn of desccnt parallcl-lineal to clistinguish it from 
the general type of ambilincal ( or ambilatcral) or the utrolateral type. Unlikc 
the utrolateral, a person cloes not have exclusive mcmbership. A man resicling 
in his wife's cluster is still a member of bis father's minor ramage although his 
immediate rights may not be active, bnt by choice belongs to the sponse's 
ramage. However, they could not by birth belong to either the father's or thc 
mother's descent group, but only to that of the parent of the same sex. This 
cmphasis was shown hoth in separating mother and father's lineals in the kin
ship terminology, and in the parallel naming system. 

Lines, however, are differentially weighted ( i.e. not e(rually selected), sin ce 
it seems apparent that in San Andrés the loealized ramages build more often 
around female-linked mínima! clusters than around malc emes. Thus there is 
a tendency within the desccnt group to prefer matrilineal links and matrilocality. 
This may be connected with a past emphasis on female property rights. 

The fact that the parallel naming system emphasized only adjacent genera
tion connections in congruent with the flexibility of the process of ramage build
ing, and with the fact that membership by birth in the minor ramage is nonnally 
based on primary kinship links between adjacent generations. It is also pertinent 
that when the time carne, individuals in a household cluster ( the mínimum 
rarnage) al! adopted the same Spanish apellido, although each nuclear farnily 
in a generation may have done it at a different time. This may indicate a desire 
to maintain ramage-name identification in the face of a new naming pattern, at 
least for the generation which was switching the name system. Of course, the 
new patrinominal system disrupted the identification of ramage members since 
female links after one generation get fused with patrilines. 

This cloes not exclucle the possibility that outside the core of a ramage, mem
bership can be acquired through cross-links, and that spouses ( the most im· 
portant primary affinal link) may become de facto members of the spouse's 
ramage.G2 These alternative choices are common not only in the actual facts 
of membership of other ambilateral systems, but even in unilincal descent 
groups. L. Bohannan":' has shown for example, how although the core of a Tiv 
lineage may be exclusively a group of patrilineally related males, female link; 
appear occasionally in genealogies, and that slaves and other marginal people 
may be included in the actual lineage group without destroying the validíty of 
the patrilineal model. 

60 Althougth most San Andrós marriages are monogamous, cven toclay, polygyny is 
permf~sable ancl sororal poly~yny is preferrecl. 

Mm·clock, C. P. op. ctt., I, p. 11. 
62 In this context it is interesting to note that at present a man may choose to acquire 

his wife's apellido. 
oa Bohannau, L., 1952. 

1 
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8.5 Tl1c Ccogra¡J!lical Sprcad of Parallel-Lincal Dcscent 

Since other villagcs ami language gnmps have the same naming system, it 
is possiblc to suspect that they too have or have had the same kind of parallel 
descent groupings. This is supported by Murdock's view that in many Mexican 
peasant groups ( inclucling the Aztcc, Mazatec, Mixe, Popoluca, Totonac, Yaqui, 
ami Zapotcc), the descent gronps are ambilineal."' Carrasco"5 ancl Monzon66 

reconstructed Otomí and Aztec organization on the basis of ambílateral descent. 
Dahlgren has also suggested the prcsence of ambilateral clans for the early 
Mixtecs''' to whom the Cuicatec are linguistically related. To what extent this 
was an early widely distributed pattern it is hard to state on the basis of 
presently known distributions. We snspect it is widespread in many Meso
american Indian regions, without having been reported previously. 

9.0 Name Change and Change in the Dcscent System 

Why is the naming system changing? It is obvious that for a long time, 
although the patrinominal systcm of the Mexicans was being adopted by other 
Indians, in San Andrés the system took longer to "take", and that once. it was 
introduced the last feature to changc, sex link, is related to the fact that naming 
practices represented an important marker of descent group membership. San 
Andrcseños were unwilling to give up a naming system which was functional in 
terms of their social structure, for one that was not only alíen, but disruptive. 
It is possible then to suspect that in recent times they have been willing to give 
up the old parallel naming system because of a change or weakening of the old 
structure of the parallel-lineal descent groups. A dsmonstration of this proposi
tion must await future research. 
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